Practice Areas – Management

Business Intelligence
In today’s demanding competitive and regulatory environments, it is imperative that
organizations increase agility while performing optimally and satisfying strict regulatory
obligations. Most aggressive entities have invested heavily in business intelligence
applications, complex technical infrastructures and process improvements only to find
that they are overloaded with data and reports.
Avistas provides expertise in identifying, assimilating and aligning relevant business and
technical data into actionable information delivered to the appropriate levels throughout
the organization.
We specialize in assisting our clients with developing significant improvements in the
following areas:

Operational Visibility – “Line-of-SightSM”
Financial and Performance Data
Trends and Triggers
Presentation and Delivery of Business Intelligence

Operational Visibility – “Line-of-SightSM”
Our clients achieve maximum results when they obtain full Operational Visibility into
their departments, divisions, enterprise, partners, affiliates, customers as well as
competitive threats. Avistas works with our clients to review and improve visibility and
management of relevant performance and asset utilization criteria coupled with current
budget or cash management positions, then linking these to relevant reporting tools
such as scorecards, dashboards, threshold alarms and alerts accessible via authorized
intranet, internet and mobile services. Only when the linkages of cause-and-effect are
bridged from end-to-end of a process, value chain or supply chain can you obtain true
performance “Line-of-SightSM” leading to actionable business intelligence.

Financial and Performance Data
Avistas professional resources augment our clients’ staff to access all relevant financial
and performance data for analytics and reporting. We distill and synthesize data into
actionable business intelligence by identifying new trends and correlations to customer
behavior, market conditions, manufacturing procedures, quality control and competitive
threats while providing fully compliant audit trails.
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Trends and Triggers
Our professional resources are experts at identifying and linking relevant business and
technical data to events that shape trends and indicate shifts in performance patterns.
This information is then used to isolate “trigger events” and establish or revise key
performance indicators. It is also used to distinguish between isolated occurrences and
repeatable benchmarks.

Presentation and Delivery of Business Intelligence
From mobile devices to desktops, electronic displays, presentations and printed
collateral, Avistas professional resources support our clients with efficient methods to
communicate among executives, managers, front-line employees, business partners,
investors and regulatory officers all relevant performance criteria and exception
reporting related to specific roles, rights and responsibilities assigned.
"Mining" the value of business intelligence is not a difficult process, but requires care
and attention to be successful. Avistas can help assure that you gain maximum value
from your business data.
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